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Triangles on the same base or an equal bases and of the same
altitude ai-e equal in area.
Equal triangles on the same base or on equal bases are of the
same altitude.
The bfjuare on a-side of a triangle is greater than, equal to
or less than the sum of the squares on the oth<*r two sides aocord-
ing as the angle contained by these sides is obtuse, right or acute.
Tlie difference in the eases of inequality is twice the rectangle
contained T>y one of the two sides and tlie projection on it of the
other.
The Circle.
A straight line drawn from the centre of a circle to bisect a
chord which is not a diameter is at right angles to tlie chord;
and the converse.
In equal circles (or in the same circle) :—
(3) if two arcs subtend equal angles at the centre they are
eqnrl and the converse.
(2)   If i wo chords are -equal, they cut off equal arcs; and the
converse.
Equal chords of a circle are equidistant from the centre; and
the converse.
The tangent, at any point of a circle and the radius through
that point are perpendicular to one another.
If two ciivles touch each other, the point of C'oulact lies on
the straight line through their Centres.
Tht tingle which an arc of a circle subtends at the centre is
double that which is subtends at any point on the remaining part
of the circumference.
Angles in the same segment of a Circle are equal, and if tlio
line joining two points subtends equal singles at two other points
on the hj.'ino side of it, the four points lie on the circumference of
a circle,
^ The angle in a segment is greater than, equal to 01- less than
a right, angle according as the seamen! I-4 less than, eqnnl to ra-
greater than a semicircle
The opposite angles of any quadiiUitwU n»sci*ibe<1 in n cir-
cle are supplementary; and the converse.

